An assured and
accurate solution for
international payroll
Equiniti International
Payments combines access
to one of the world’s largest
global payment networks
with cutting-edge bulk
payments technology. Our
technology solution, PayFac,
allows payroll managers to
securely transact payments or
convert currency online in just
a few clicks.

STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING

Advanced software technology enables integration into almost
any system through an API link up (true STP) or via a file upload
facility, providing straight through processing for your international
payments.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

By using front end technology, we screen all information including
bank account details and addresses, and specific fields required
to process international payments to ensure smoother and more
efficient transactions.

IMPROVE ACCURACY
Global payment runs
made easy
130 currencies
Flexible and scalable
solutions
180 countries covered
Bulk payments
Competitive and
transparent pricing

By utilising our automated payment process, we can significantly
reduce the need for manual intervention, which in turn helps to
reduce errors.

IMPROVE COST EFFICIENCY

Reduce cost of staffing needed to make these payments, and
reduce the cost of sending payments by utilising our advanced payment network through the world’s largest transactional bank.

IMPROVE TIMELINESS

Streamlined processes using automated and verified technology
saves time and maximises efficiency. Transfers can be transmitted
through UK BACS, ACH, CHAPS, UK Faster payments, SWIFT or
SEPA.

99.9% ACCURACY RATING ON PAYMENT
DELIVERY

We are able to complete a full screening of all beneficiary details
using state of the art technology, resulting in almost perfectly accurate payment deliveries, every time.

Get in touch
international@equiniti.com
0844 7761836
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